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About This Game

Independent game developers have gone missing and your only lead on their whereabouts is a distress signal from a remote alien
base. It’s up to you to infiltrate this hostile labyrinth and uncover the answers you need to rescue them. Explore five diverse

biomes while surviving dangerous hazards and obstacles, solving clever puzzles, and taking down ruthless and relentless
enemies. The lives of these indies, and the future of independent games, depends on it.

Immerse yourself in this nostalgic, colorful, and quirky handcrafted FPS as you uncover the secrets and lore of a retro world
that blurs the line between game and reality. In the process, enter the storied and autobiographical psyche of an independent

game developer facing their inner demons while battling the challenges of making games for the love of the medium.
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Inspired by the NES cult hit The Guardian Legend and other classic titles, The Indie Game Legend 3D provides a fresh lens to
what a classic 8-bit game might look like through the eyes of the player character.

Your mission, critical to the future of indie games, will become The Indie Game Legend.

 Over 250 handcrafted rooms across 10 distinctly themed areas

 Solve puzzles and avoid traps in a non-linear sci-fi world

 Blast hordes of enemies and take down unrelenting bosses

 Discover weapons, equipment, and upgrades in hidden shops

 Rescue some of your favorite iconic indie game developers

 Retro pixel art style in a low-poly, full 3D world

 Unlockable secrets, surprises, easter eggs, and more!

 Original chiptunes soundtrack by a guy named Stevie

 Nearly 8 hours of classic action adventure play

 Your commander is a hairless guinea pig
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Title: The Indie Game Legend 3D
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
progrium, phubans
Publisher:
progrium
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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Maybe you came to this game because you played Transport Tycoon games in the past and steam suggested Train Valley 2 to
you. However, Train Valley 2 is not a tycoon game and if you expect something like TTD etc, then you will be disappointed. As
was with me.

Lately, I gave the game a second try while not expecting anything from it. Et violá, Train Valley 2 is real fun. Its rather are
puzzle game than a tycoon game and you can play it for hours; either by beating yourself at the different levels or by creating
our own levels for the workshop. I very much recommend this game!. Such an awesome game.. Very fun and unique game
which blends Shellshock, party games like Move or Die and awesome physics in 3D! Currently there are enough content for
playing and all work fine, but physics can be buggy sometimes which is more fun than annoying =). I can't recommend this to
anyone who have enjoyed games like Megaman, Castlevania and other old school platforming side scrollers. The idea is there.
Execution, not so much. Hope it gets better in future.. I am recommending this game because I want it's sum rating to reflect
postively. I would say that you should not buy it now! I understand that developers sometimes want or need to release games
early but this company has an unfortunate tendency to release them in fledgling states that really can't be excused. It has only
been recently released so I don't know if they will eventually update it enough to become a game... But! I hope they do! The idea
seems great! Good music, interesting time with information about it included, the map isn't amazing but it is nice to look at. Yes
it seems derivitive of a Paradox GS title but is that a bad thing? it is a good mechanic and I have always found it astounding that
so few games take place in China, especially strategy games! I think a strategy game centered on China with mechanics and
gameplay that accurate creates the complex and enthralling ancient and imperal Chinese systems and gives one freedom to play
in it would be amazning!. I think this is a great idea and I am sure the developers have the abaility to make the game they want.

But... It is a gamble to buy something not yet there. I will say the price is reasonable and there are no bugs (then again there is
probably so little code bugs couldn't hide) so if you believe in the team and have the patience to wait then get this game while
the price is low! My hope is that soon the team will update the game with new features both borrowed from genre defining
games and made up just for this and Dawn of China will be loved all over Steam. Only time will tell.

I wish the developers the best of luck and urge them to stick with it!. First and foremost, I would like to state what a clever game
this is. This is a text game, but also a choose-your-own adventure of sorts. You are given 3 choices each turn, some of them with
no great effect on the next outcome. However, the choices are more often than not just as amusing as the outcomes of them.
(There are even some gems in there for you sci-fi fans like myself...If you are one, you DEFINITELY should check this one
out!! ;) . ) For you achievement hunters: Make sure to do all four quests first...There is one guide on the achievements, and this
was the main advice I can share without spoiling anything more. There are some little tidbits and sprinkling of humor
throughout the game that are sure to make everyone smile. The writers have done a brilliant job, in my personal opinion, of
tying things together nicely and keeping the reader interested. This game is sure to give you the satisfaction of playing a short
game, while entertaining you at the same time. Big thumbs up for the not so "Impossible Quest"!! :) :) :)
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This looked like comfy game so I decided to pick it up.
Visuals are fantastic for its time, music is great and the core play is consistent and engaging.. Intresting take on classism. Played
quite a bit more then the 2 hours offline.. Interesting concept but not my style. Got a refund. If you like point-and-click
adventures, there is a lot to like in this final episode of the Space Pilgrim series, and all their adventures, in fact. You will spend
most of time reading dialog and these types of games only work if you like the characters and want them to succeed. And I
found myself rooting for Gail and Sabina and their friends again and again.

I had wanted the series to continue on, but after saving the galaxy from the tyrannical J.A.C. "jackals", I feel a great sense of
accomplishment. These games combine the best of this type of genre with snappy dialog, likeable characters, variety of worlds,
challenging puzzles (but not too challenging), and original soundtrack.

Highly recommended, and an especially great value (I bought all 4 games for a package deal) for the price.. What I thought was
yet another Legend of Zelda clone turned out to be something more.

Blossom Tales: The Sleeping King is a love letter to classics such as The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past. It is a story about
a young woman named Lily, narrated by an old man, as he tells this tale to his grandchildren. Lily is a knight recruit tasked with
clearing out the rats in the castle basement. What starts out as a simple quest becomes much more sinister as events unfold,
during which the benevolent king is placed under a deep sleep. Lily must then set out to gather the special ingredients needed to
brew a concoction that is said to wake anyone in a deathly slumber.

There are the similarities to A Link to the Past and a Link Between Worlds, for sure, and plenty of references to other classic
games (many for good laughs), but this game definitely holds its own. A Mouser-like boss that throws bombs, and a myriad of
references to Zelda. Lily even starts the game ASLEEP. There's also "spirit trees," a nod to the Great Deku Tree of The Ocarina
of Time. The heart pieces and sub-weapons are present, as well as the similar gameplay and setting. The first three dungeons
appear to be focused on finding the aforementioned ingredients.

Unlike Link, Lily is NOT a silent protagonist, as she does have many lines of dialogue. Though she hardly even makes a pained
grunt when injured, nor does she shout when swinging her sword, something some gamers might be thankful for. Her sword
play is rather similar to Link's, seeing as how she is able to "charge" her sword for a more powerful spinning attack. She can
even charge, then double tap to do a slam attack. What sets her apart, though, is that she is able to move while attacking, which
makes dodging a bit easier. Like Link, she must gather pieces of heart and stamina upgrades, as well as sub-weapon upgrades,
and even eventually earns a projectile beam that shoots from your sword when your hearts are full (hello, classic Zelda).

The hilarious thing is, this game doesn't just pretend that it's a Zelda clone, it revels in that fact.

What made those classic Zelda games great is present here in all their "old school" glory. Traps, monsters, and puzzles abound.
Dungeons are lengthy and challenging (I've only completed the first actual dungeon so far, and it took an hour!) with pitfalls,
spikes, enemies, and falling rocks to keep you on your toes. Thankfully I grew up playing games like this so I can proudly say I
only died once, at the dungeon's end boss.

The downside is, I'm about twelve hours into the game now and I'm already tired of the puzzles. There's nothing really that new
here. We've seen block pushing puzzles, torch lighting puzzles, lighting up tiles, etc. The puzzles are used again and again and
again. Nothing hurts a game more than repetition. Especially with the "sound stones." Unless you have perfect memory, you're
going to be VERY frustrated with those. Each dungeon has a new puzzle type or two, but nothing we haven't seen before.

But I digress. Speaking of bosses, the game has mid-bosses as well as end ones, much like the Zelda series, and while at first
glance you'd think you'd seen them before, the patterns may surprise you. Similarly, once you defeat said bosses, you get a new
item/tool (from mid-bosses), or a full heart (from end bosses). There's a few jokes and references with some of the bosses, such
as the previously-mentioned Mouser from Super Mario Bros. 2.

What sets this game apart from most Zelda games is the use of a stamina or energy bar. Your sub-weapons/items can be set to
either the X or B buttons (or Square and Circle for DualShock controllers), and they do not have an "ammo" count. Your shield,
bombs, arrows, and such will use stamina instead, which adds an element of strategy and cunning to the gameplay because it can
run out fast, especially during intense battles, forcing you to dodge and weave until it's full enough to use again and you see an
opening. Just like the aforementioned Link Between Worlds. Not to mention that shooting arrows requires you to hold the
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button to aim first, then release. Bombs require the same if you wish to throw them instead of just placing one. This was why I
lost to the first dungeon's boss on the first attempt. The battle was fast-paced and the window of opportunity is a short one, so it
requires patience, fast reflexes, and dodging skills. I learned the hard way that spamming the buttons does not work well. A
gamepad is highly recommended. I have a Logitech c310 controller and I can say it works quite well. I have not attempted to
play with a keyboard, though I'm certain it can be challenging doing so. The controls are not very customizable, unfortunately. Y
is unusable, and A cannot be changed. The keyboard config is a little more flexible, though.

The interesting thing about this game is the use of a narrator. Grandpa will sometimes say such and such suddenly show up to
fight you, while the two children argue over their own ideas of who or what it may be. The game gives you a choice, which adds
a bit of replay value as the enemies may require different strategies for dealing with them. For example, you may end up
fighting a Ninja Bandit and his friends, or a Pirate Queen and her cronies.

There's plenty of humor in the game, one of its several saving graces. The dialogue is often shared between various NPCs,
though, so while you can talk to an NPC a few times to get different dialogue, you may get the same thing talking to another
NPC. Some have a specific message, at least for the important NPCs. Still, it's worth talking to everyone if you want some good
laughs.

All in all, Blossom Tales is a fun experience, especially if you like dungeon-crawlers or rogue-likes. There's no permadeath here,
and the game gives you plenty of health potions and "second chance" amulets (which work like the bottled fairies do in ALttP-
style Zelda games). The challenge lies in the boss battles and puzzles, though you may get burned out on it after a while. It's also
similar to Oceanhorn and Ittle Dew, both of which draw inspiration from The Legend of Zelda as well. I do recommend this
game, as it's a decently lengthy one, and there's a LOT to explore and collect. There's a few "fetch" quests where you collect
things like mushrooms, and a side quest involving scrolls left behind by a young disciple, which add a lot of back story to the
game, as well as some more humor. They are also worth collecting because there is a nice reward for doing so.

Pros:

An easy to play experience with lots to explore and discover
Quirky dialogue and story
An interesting take on Zelda-style games
Decent length and content
Cons:

Puzzles have been done before, and are a bit overused
May be too easy for your liking
Mappable controls are limited

Convinced yet? Check out the trailer and let me know what you think.. lvl 1- eziest
lvl 2- eziest
lvl ?- I wish I had friends

I wasted my time for fun, so.. Worth it.. Some Achievements are bugged but the Developers abandoned the game after launch
and in it's current state of "rock paper scissors" tower defense the game feels empty and soulless.

Unlocked towers have no effect on replayed missions so the game doesn't ease up no matter how long you play it for and
although there are good graphics and super cute kittehs (good for cat people), this game is bad for completionists.

Could've been so much...but wasn't.

2\/10 - Abandoned by the developer. It's missing, "Your love could start a war". It also should not be labeled as an addon for the
game itself. You just get the game's soundtrack all in .wav format for some reason. At least the songs are decent quality so it's
not all bad. Minus the price. Seriously? $10 for each? (Actually $9.99 plus tax). Good thinking Strategy First. Guess Flatout 3
hit you something fierce, huh?. A 2004 title, well before CoH, this particular game wrote history by itself. A RTS based on
WWII, something that looked weird or difficult back then, given the fact we only had Strategy games like AoE, AoM, C&C
etc.. Closest thing we had was the Commandos series. Captivating music, well looking graphics (for a game over a decade old),
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easy yet intriguing at its control, acceptable AI that make it look hard sometimes, nice scenery, a bit of historical accuracy, this
game will make you press Esc and think your next move. You don't train men or gather resources, rather you manage small
groups of soldiers and vehicles, knowing that every mistake counts. The nostalgia!

 Regarding newer Windows versions 

I can't speak for Windows 7 or 8, but I run it perfectly on a Windows 10 clean installation, on a laptop, with maximum graphics.
You just need to go find the game in your Steam folder, then find the soldiers.exe file, right click on it and select Properties.
Then, in the Compatibility tab, check the box on Compatibility Mode and run it on Windows XP (Service Pack 2). This worked
for me just fine.. Recommended.
I've already played this game long long time ago, before Steam was created and, I recalled it as a good game.
What I forgot is that this is one of the hardest adventure games I've ever played.
Lot of imagination behind this game and, lots of headaches trying to progress in it.

Devlog Update 16:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqlFB1MYIpw. Devlog Update 18:
Here we have the last devlog update before going into crunch mode for early access. Early access is coming in a week!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jubtcKAjeo. Devlog Update 14:
Latest devlog update!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cxCabTwmbtM

Follow along development on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/events/u8CUDwsGS4W8bi38eRO2wg. Announce day! Team
hanging out on Twitch today:
Today we're announcing the project so we'd love you to spread the word. If you'd like to learn more I put together a blog post
[medium.com] on why this project is special to me. There is also a press release[indiegamelegend.com] if you're into that.

Later today at 2pm central time, Stevie, Paul, and I will be hanging out working on the game together on Twitch
[www.twitch.tv]. If you'd like to say hi or get to know us or ask us anything, we'd love you to join us.. Devlog Update 12:
Hey everybody! Here's the latest update from our devlog video series:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yb2I8ao5L2o

If you haven't seen the rest, be sure to check out the whole series on YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLw1XoTpvjkthw3yKkVEZzyuoFuIlHA06C

And don't forget, you can join the development stream on Twitch every weekday afternoon:

https://www.twitch.tv/progrium. Devlog Update 13:
A quick update showing the new dialogue system and the beginning of our bonus stage minigame!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88LOzMvMjlw

Follow along development on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/events/u8CUDwsGS4W8bi38eRO2wg. Home stretch!!:
We're almost done with the game! I haven't been able to get any devlog videos made, but I hope to make two more over the next
month or so leading up to release in ... shhh ... June. Release date announcement coming soon!

In the meantime, be sure to tell your friends to wishlist and follow along with me on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/progrium
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